
Dear Yoga fraternities, 

Yoga Vaidya Śāla is pleased to inform you that Dr. N. Chandrasekaran, (Dr. NC ) 
Founder, Yoga Vaidya Śāla, Chennai is going to conduct a  
Seminar on ‘BEYOND KNOWLEDGE’. 

Knowledge is the only way to progress  
But to achieve our goal we need to go beyond the Knowledge. 
If not, the same knowledge turns out to be  
our greatest hindrance to our achieving goal. 
Exactly like a ladder.  

Unfortunately, many get addicted to the Knowledge, Wisdom, Intellectualism …… 
These people are, as if, lost in the dense forest, in the uncharted ocean and in a vast desert 
They do not cross their Knowledge and reach their Goal. 

First we should know what Knowledge is 
Then we will experience that every Knowledge is highly circumscribed  
Exhaust comprehensively the Knowledge and Go Beyond 
The only sure way to reach our Goal 

Dear Yoga Practitioners, Teachers, Yoga Therapists and Aspirants of Spiritual Journey,  
Please make use of this opportunity  

• To Enrich your understanding on the inner path, as bestowed by Great Rsi-s  
• To get the Guided inner practices as been handed over by the accomplished Masters 
• To help you to manifest your own Total Inner Potential ……BLISS 

For Registration and for more details contact:   drncyvs@gmail. com 
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BEYOND KNOWLEDGE 
(A Seminar based on yoga sūtra and Vedānta)  

Every Knowledge is fascinating  
One can exhaust his/her entire life span in trying to know about a leaf   
and end up highly unsuccessful; without completing even a bit of the mission. 

Truly, every knowledge system is like  
an uncharted desert , unfathomable sea and an inescapable forest. 
More you know, more you come to know that the known is but a fraction. 

But, knowledge is inevitable. 

Otherwise, normal life would be impossible. 
Sitting , standing , speaking , eating .... 
in short , all our life activities are nothing but learned knowledge only.  
Our feelings of desolateness and happiness are our learned behaviours only. 
All the great scientific advancements and all man made disasters  
are nothing but the expressions of our learned knowledge only. 

Knowledge is so essential to life ;  
but no one can decipher it completely. 

Are we then, forced to live a life with the available half baked knowledge ? 

Then, that type of life is definitely not worth living.  
That life would be a living death. 
It can not be the design of the Life, 
Such a life would not be the purpose of the TOTALITY. 

Then, how to confront this situation ? 
VEDANTA shows the way  
The very name signifies it.  

VEDA means ‘knowledge’ and ANTA means ‘an end’. 
It leads the practitioners to the very end of the Knowledge ,  
and guides them to pursue ‘BEYOND KNOWLEDGE’ . 



Participants, use this Seminar to learn how : 

# The Knowledge based life leads only to dualities - ups & downs, joys & miseries , 
Happiness & unhappiness, victories & defeats, good & bad, desirable & undesirable etc., 

# The Knowledge based life spins an inescapable web of dualities around every individual  
and intensify the clutches for thousands and thousands of births. 

# The Vedanta makes possible to not to allow the Knowledge to master the individual but to 
convert the same Knowledge into an obedient servant. 

#  As Vedanta is an intensely practical Jñānam, this seminar 
delivers all the practical technicalities during its practical sessions.  

Let yourself be re-introduced  
Let yourself be re-linked with your Essen6al  Being 
Let your poten6al be manifested Totally 

DATES :  05. 12. 2022 To 16. 12. 2022  (Monday to Friday X 2 weeks) 
TIMINGS:  From 7.00  to 17.30 each day 

COURSE FEE:  800 € or equivalent  
VENUE:  Number - 24/32,  5th Trust Cross Street,  
                 Mandavelipakkam, Chennai - 600 028 

INDIA 
                                                       

                                                                    TIME TABLE  

07-00 to 08-00 Āsana practice  
08-00 to 09-00 Break fast  
09-00 to 10-30 Lecture 1 
10-30 to 11-00 Tea break  
11-00 to 12-00 Lecture 2 
12-00 to 12-30 Prānāyāma practice  

12-30 to 14-00 Lunch break 
14-00 to 15-30 Lecture 3 
15-30 to 16-00 Tea break 
16-00 to 17-00 Lecture 4 
17-00 to 17-30 Dhāranā practice  

For more details and registration contact:  drncyvs @gmail. com 

Intense, Incessant and Perfect ACTION is YOGA 



REGISTRATION FORM 

NAME :  

COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: 

Email ADDRESS: 

Please attach the receipt of Course Fee payment.  


